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This conservation management plan is dedicated to the
survivors of the Kinchela Boys Home who were active in
the making of this document and to those uncles whose
spirits kept us strong and helped guide the process.
We also dedicate this document to the families and
descendants of the Kinchela Boys Home survivors.
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“We all realised that when we stepped
through that gate that, that little boy
didn’t exist anymore. He was finished there.
He was slowly, slowly put away.”
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James Michael ‘Widdy’ Welsh, can be found at the end of this document.
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Why
Kinchela Boys Home was built on the stolen land of the Dunghutti.
We would like to acknowledge the Dunghutti and other First
Nations peoples of this country whose boys were kidnapped
under the policies that created the Stolen Generations.

Why was I taken from my family
to be stripped of my culture, my identity,
to be told I wasn’t black,
I was just darker than the rest
why, tell me why
I was placed in a government home
through no fault of my own even though
with all the other kids I still felt so alone,
the touch of a mother’s love I never knew
why

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander readers are advised that this document contains the
names and images of people that have passed away.

Why did they tell me oh such lies
to say I had no family,
that I was an only child
the touch of a mother’s love I never knew
why, maybe you can tell me why
Music and lyrics
By Uncle Roy Read #12, 1999
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Section 13A, Aborigines Protection Amending Act, No.2
1915:

of

The Board may assume full control and custody
of the child of any aborigine, if after due
inquiry it is satisfied that such a course
is in the interest of the moral and physical
welfare of such child. The Board may thereupon
remove such child to such control and care as
it thinks best.
From 1924 to 1970, under the authority of the New South Wales
Aborigines Protection Board and its successor, the Aborigines
Welfare Board, between 400 and 600 young boys (and a small
number of girls in its first year of operation) were incarcerated at the
Kinchela Aboriginal Boys Training Home (Kinchela Boys Home) on
the Mid North Coast of New South Wales.
These children are among thousands across Australia who were
systematically kidnapped from their families and communities
under accepted government and church policies and practices that
created the Stolen Generations.
The intent was to re-program them to become ‘white’, an act
tantamount to cultural genocide.
Kinchela Boys Home is one of the most notorious institutions
associated with the Stolen Generations. Conditions within the
institution were harsh and hostile. This was a place where physical
hardship, punishment, cruelty, alienation and abuse (cultural,
physical, psychological and sexual) are documented as having been
part of the day-to-day life endured by boys who were kept and made
to work there.
Upon ‘leaving’ Kinchela Boys Home, the boys’ troubles did not end
there. Institutionalisation and the legacies of their treatment have
resulted in ongoing pain and trauma for survivors, their families and
communities.

Today, the former Kinchela Boys Home site is a place of deep
significance to survivors, their families, the communities they were
taken from, the communities in the Macleay valley and the broader
community. As part of a long and complex healing process, the
site and its deeply personal values must be respected by wider
Australia.
Remaining buildings, landscape features and important spaces
offer insight into the operation and conditions of the institution,
and, as physical evidence of the reality and legacy of the Kinchela
Boys Home, now provide the basis for truth telling. Envisaged as
becoming a museum for the rich collection of oral and historical
material already gathered, the site is entering its next phase. The
story of the Kinchela Boys Home is once again set to become
visible there at the site after having been silenced and made
invisible.

HEALING
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Evolution
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Preface

Forming a key component in guiding future use, management and
development, this Conservation Management Plan (CMP) will
ensure that the significance of the former Kinchela Boys Home
site is retained and where possible strengthened so as to be
understood and respected by all.
The process of research and drafting this CMP has been one of
close collaboration between consultant, Kinchela Boys Home
survivors and members of the Kinchela Boys Home Aboriginal
Corporation. The process itself mirrors the path of many
survivors re-connecting with the former Kinchela Boys Home site,
understanding it and telling its stories, defining what is important
about it, and then projecting forward into the future to explore the
role the site plays in the journey of healing.
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The devastating effects continue to be felt by the descendants and
families of the men, who struggle with intergenerational trauma.
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SO WHY IS KBH IMPORTANT?

This mapping is an important process that helps describe local
Aboriginal community histories and the impact the removal of their
children had on families, community relationships and the legacies
that continue to be felt today.

This map was prepared for this CMP using information provided by
the KBH survivors and additional records that were made available
to this project.
The map is incomplete and further work needs to be done to
document where all of the boys who went through KBH were taken
from and when (refer to Appendix A, Volume 2 for more detail).
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Note: Information on this map is based
on KBH Admission Records which were
incomplete. From these records the
location of at least 21 children is not
accounted for.

Photograph by Peter Solness, October 2015. KBH Survivors, From Left to Right: Back Row: Uncles Bruce Ellis #37 & 52, Paul Whitton #31, Les Franks #5 & 48, Peter Knight #10,
Robert Young #24, Harry Ritchie #56, David Johnson #12 or #14, Roger Jarrett #12, Manuel Ebsworth #28, Greg Thompson #52, Cecil Bowden #29, Gus Wenberg (forgotten).
Front Row: Uncles Herbie Nixon #29 (seated), Lester Maher #11 (standing), Colin Davis #50 (seated), Vince Peters #32 (standing), Willie Leslie #46, Trevor Knight #32,
Joe Munday #34, Allan Cooper #7, Pat Roberts #21, Peter Monsell #1, James Michael Widdy Welsh #36.
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Small Steps to Hell
Drawing by Uncle Richard Campbell #28
Each black and red dot represents an aboriginal boy taken from their family, their culture and brought to Kinchela Boys Home.

Statement of Cultural Significance
The former Kinchela Boys Home is a place of deep importance
for survivors, their families and communities. The site and its
associated places hold memories, both painful and otherwise, of

kidnapped
re-programmed

from their families

their childhood after being
and deliberately

in order to

assimilate into white Australian society. The place itself, historical
records and the memories and stories of survivors provide tangible
evidence of these destructive past Government policies and
practices for the education and understanding of all Australians.
The site itself is important for its long history of Government control
and intervention into the lives of Aboriginal families in NSW and
its devastating effect on their lives. 1 Remaining buildings and
landscape elements of the former Kinchela Boys Home, available
records and historical material, and the memory of those who
were taken there, bear witness to what was effectively cultural

genocide

. This was based on the belief that “full blood

Aborigines” would die out and that the “mixed race Aborigines”
would soon have their Aboriginality bred out.

innocent

The forced incarceration of
young Aboriginal boys
(and a small number of girls in the institution’s first years) into a place
now notorious for systematic cruelty, abuse, alienation, deprivation,
and physical hardship has had devastating affects.

Many survivors continue to experience lasting physical and

trauma

emotional
, ongoing health problems and social and
cultural dislocation from their traditional communities and the
broader Aboriginal community. The deliberate severing of family
and cultural ties has left many still searching for their families and
connections to their

cultural birthright
pain

.

Subsequent generations, including children and grandchildren,
continue to live with the

and damage from these impacts.

The former Kinchela Boys Home provides tangible and historical
evidence of the entrenched early to mid twentieth century attitude
that ‘Full Blood and Part Aborigines’ were inferior in intelligence
and only fit to serve the rest of society in limited roles. Within the
military barracks style institution, children were denied any trace of
individuality and addressed only by an assigned number. Children
were generally offered only basic education, with emphasis instead
given to training for labouring and agricultural work. This ‘training’

slave labour

was essentially
, accounting for largely
unpaid agricultural production on a commercial scale within the
institution, on nearby farms and across the state.
For many survivors of the Kinchela Boys Home, the site is connected
with feelings of grief and sorrow but also commemoration as a
means to reconnect with the past.
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Memories of the place are revisited when returning to the former
institution, and the site remains as an important part of a long
and complex healing process for the men, their families and
communities, and must be respected by wider Australia.
The legacy of Kinchela Boys Home is an inspiring story of resistance

brotherhood

and survival, and is testament to the
that was
forged within the institution. The power of this brotherhood, founded
on the collective identity, shared suffering and experiences of the
men, continues as a source of strength and the basis for healing.
Despite Aboriginal protests, the aftermath of accepted past
Government policies and practices remained largely outside the
consciousness of mainstream Australians until the findings of the
National Inquiry into the Separation of Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander Children from Their Families surfaced in 1997. The former
Kinchela Boys Home, as the only Aboriginal boys’ home in NSW to
retain some of its buildings as they were set out and configured
during the 1950s and 1960s, has potential to deepen understanding
for all Australians of this

shameful

chapter in the country’s

history. The site has been adapted for new uses but the original
buildings can still be clearly read. The physical evidence on the site
is reinforced by the wealth of oral and documentary evidence, which
all combine to provide insight into the operation of the institution
and its destructive effects at a local, state and national level. All of
these can now serve as a basis for

truth telling

so that all

Australians or anyone who comes to this country does not forget the
reality and legacy of the Kinchela Boys Home.

1
The word ‘Aboriginal’ is used here, acknowledging that this is an imposed label
with origins stemming from the dispossession of this continent’s first peoples. The
traditional peoples that were impacted by Kinchela Boys Home by having their
boys removed from them are listed at the end of this document.

“I’ve gotta tell everybody in the whole world about this
because there is a way out of everything. There is hope.”

Colin Davis (#50)
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Left to right:
Crow,
Uncle Vince Wenberg,
Victor Ebsworth,
Uncle Willie Leslie,
Uncle Manuel Ebsworth,
Uncle Richard Campbell,
Uncle Cecil Bowden,
Uncle James Michael
Widdy Welsh.
2.3.61: KBH 90th Anniversary “unlocking the gates”
(Source: KBHAC)
2.3.62: KBH Gate Handover Ceremony 2012, Kempsey.
(Source: KBHAC)

2012

2012

2013

The former KBH site is listed on
the NSW State Heritage Register
in recognition of its significance
in the history of NSW.121

KBH gate Handover
Ceremony in Kempsey.

The former KBH site is designated as an
Aboriginal Place under the National Parks
and Wildlife Act in recognition of its
significant and longstanding associations
for Aboriginal people of NSW.122
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February 2017
The 2nd half of the 1950s KBH entry gate (KINCHELA) is found at a
property in Smithtown and placed in the KBHAC archive.
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October 25th 2014

An official 90th Anniversary Commemoration of the opening of KBH is
held on site, honouring the memory of all the Aboriginal children who
were taken from their families and kept at this place.

December 2nd 2016
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2.3.64: Traditional 'smoking' of rediscovered 'KINCHELA' half of entry gate.
KBHAC Healing Gathering, Batemans Bay, Feurary 2017.
(Source: KBHAC)

The NSW Government announces the Stolen Generations Reparations Scheme,
commencing July 2017. The scheme offers "one off payments to survivors, a healing fund to
address intergenerational trauma and direct financial support for survivors' groups".

April 28th 2017

The Minister for Aboriginal Affairs, Leslie Williams, also announces that a Stolen Generations
advisory committee will be established "to ensure our response is implemented swiftly
effectively and respectfully but most importantly in partnership with Aboriginal people".

Unlocking the Past to Free the Future: Kinchela Boys'
Home - A Conservation Management Plan wins 2017
National Trust (NSW) Heritage Award for Research
and Investigation/Analysis.

This conservation management plan is dedicated to the survivors of the Kinchela Boys Home who were active in the making of this report and to those Uncles whose spirits
kept us strong and helped guide the process. We also dedicate this report to the families and descendants of the survivors of Kinchela Boys Home.
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